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life against RED PINANG TREE for the smooth operation of rizqi and also blunt sanet, black magic use etc., cheating infidelity against SUN brings domestic harmony, if there are toddlers not fussy v SAOO KECIK TREE to lift degrees, the principle of surrounding residents will be respected because it brings a nice aura against KENONGO
TREE to ward off black science, sanet,, use, can neutralize negative energy around the house, in planting weton day placement. v MORINGA TREE repels sanet attacks etc., destroying the influence of susuk on the body. v ELEPHANT EAR TREE rizqi flow continues to the grower, the more fertile the better, do not let it wither the mara
tomography, then die because it carries a bad influence.. - WIJAYAKUSUMA TREE brings hockey luck against ROSE TREE able to attract rizqi. v GREAT TARO TREE planted in the corner of the yard or the house rejects theft, superstition will be lazy on the step. v VINEs are not planted in front of the house, watch out for rich or
successful entrepreneurs, can make bankruptcy and drag rizqi, do not plant around the house because they will lose a living against CAMBODIAN FLOWERS, if it has strange petals for rik rizqi four corners of wind, the house will be safe, comfortable, many visitors, do not plant any Cambodian trees in the yard of the house because of the
evil spirit, as in the law. v BAMBOO BLIND / BAMBOO NO HOLLOW can prevent black magic, it can also scare sensitive creatures. v DAUN SIRIH if in the bag to face the entrepreneur, the business so smoothly, talk to listen, suitable for lobbying, business, sales, entrepreneurs etc., to test the sheets betel put on the shoes on the foot,
bring peace of mind, to finish the betel girlfriend sheet in the bag on the shirt becomes more confident, causing sympathy. to know the contents of the heart of the betel leaves put on the pillow read basmalah 3x without breathing, when in sleep I will say the words contents of the heart against BERINGIN TREE should not be planted in
front of the house because it becomes a part of delicate creatures, rizqi drag, not harmonious family, easy to fight. v MAJA TREE / MOJO not planted in front of the house, because it becomes miserable, calamity every day, business Etc. v GINGER TREE when planted in the yard of the house of sensitive creatures do not dare to disturb
the tenants of the house. v PAPAYA TREE should not be planted in front of the house, because it will get bad luck against WULUH STARFRING TREE will not be planted because it will in annoyingly sensitive creatures and sanmet attacks will be easy to enter. v CORN should not be planted in the yard of the house because it will be sick
and will always fight. v ONIONS should not be planted in the yard of the house because you will experience misfortune. v CHILI should not be planted in the yard of the house because it will always be unlike the family KHASIAT MEGIC KAYU MUSTIKA Ø KAYU WALIKUKUN (era H Mengku Buono 6) The antidote to haunted land in the
planting of 4 corners of the house or yard, On the boil with a quick 7 days and congratulations on the sunken papacy, offers of red and white porridge, tumpeng mancar warno, jenang manca warno, bananas, plantains, market food, Read THE MANTRA: BADANKU BADAN ROKHANI, PINERAH AKE ING SEGORO ASAT, BADANKU
SPIRITUAL BODY PINERAHKE ING GUNUNG, GUNUNG GUGUR, BADANKU BADAN ROKHANI PINERAH KE ING KAYU, KAYU RUBUH, BADANKU ROKHANI PINENAHKE WONG PRISON UTOWO SETAN PRISON, Mateo Kormat, Banjur KOYO WIWIT IN PENDEM ING PADOPAT , be more powerful read every day spell Ø
WARU WOOD GOOD IN THE PLANT in front of the house, office, shop, stable etc. God willing can facilitate rizqi, lumintu, good at treasure storage, healthy, peaceful life, there is no shortage of life. before planting the quick mutih 7 days 7 nights at the closure of geni starch one day during the night, starting on Thursday salary, time to
plant read the mantra: MARCONO MASIDAM SAPI GUMERANG KANGGO NYAUR CHARGE, KEBO DUNGKUL KANGGO KANGGO MACUL, NINI KANG NGIDERI, KAKI KANG MIJENI, METIK SANDANG PANGAN SRI SADONO, KANG NGANGGO SUNDUK KEMBANG MULYO, SRI SADONO KANG ONO TEGIL KEPANASAN,
KULO BETO WANGSUL DADONG GEDONG PENGAYOMAN OJO OBAH OJO POLAH, YEN INGSUN KANG NLAHKE A . Ø BLIMBING LINGIR Is not good at planting in front of the house, but found the old house that has grown balloon trees good pre-brought power, but there is ransom, if you want to reduce it, must safely pulp manca
warna, tumpeng manca warna, chicken fish leaf, kembang boreh, jajan market. Cutting down should not be the owner of the house, it must be someone else, because it will lead to the death of rizqinya. Ø LETREK WOOD Pieces of wood soaked in water are read mantra, in the consumption of people who want to give birth, some on the
front of God born quickly. Mantra : DEN BAGUS PLANTANG, MBOK ROSO SUMPEL, BUMI RENGKO, JAGAT MENGO, OJO NGAWEGO WEGI NGENGGONKU BABARAGE KAWULO, NGAKNO DALANE JABANG BAYI GECOK MROCOT WELUT PUTIH COT MROCOT, NGAKNO DALANE SI JABANG BAYI, SAKING KERSANE
ALLAH, ALLOHUMMA AMIN, TALIUNGGULNO ALLOHUMMA IMAN TULAVO Ø WOOD DEWA / DEWANDARU Snake-bitten treatment, associated with the wound, reads: SANG ROSO WING WANG LAKI DEWA SOMA TAYO, PATUTAN NOGO WASESO, ILMUNE ORA MANDI, ISIH MANDI IDUKU, Ø KAYU SULASTRI For the
integrity of households that are often skilful, if the using regular fasting participates 3 days mantra in read as much as possible: I SRI WEDORO, ESEMKU DEWI SUPROBO, LIRINGKU DEWI RATIH SENG ANDULU SENG BANDELENG, TEAPOT WELAS TEKO ASIH, T DEMEN, TEKO KANGEN, MENYANG JIUWAK, SIAKING
SIAKING God. bilayang using men quickly 7 days, the mantra: HONG HYANG HYANG KAMAJEA, DUMARING KERASIKAN, SUREP SORO, SURO SARENG ASMORO, PRAHARSANING WANITO ........ (let's say wife's name) KANANG ULUN CIPTO, SING DAYENG AJI ASMORO GOMO HYANG WISESANING PALUKO, SANG
HYANG KOMO JOYO Ø LOTUS FLOWER Very well planted in front of the house, it will have the power of ayem tentrem Ø KEMUNING TREE In planting in front of the house will be peaceful and peaceful Ø KEPEL TREE When planted in front of the house will get along well, peaceful, peaceful, peaceful , aromatic name. Ø JAMBU
KLAMPOK HARUM In planting to the right of the house will smell its name, but if planted to the left of the house it will make a strip, ugly name. Ø CHINESE FILE Facilitates rizqi in the production of a live bamboo water Ø The owner will be hungry, thirsty, powerful long distance walking, should be boiling fast mutih 7 days, read as many
mantras as possible: KLINGING-KLINGKING WETENGKU SEDANI AKING, CANGKEMKU SAK CEPLUKAN, USUSKU SAK LEG-LENGAN, DOMM SUDI, WAREG TANPO MANGAN, TAN NGORONG TAPO NGUMBE,, NORA KESEL TANPO LEREN , ADEM APREP KOYO KETIBAN BANYU SEBINDU ØLA KEMEDE , 5 sheets boiled
with 2 glasses of water up to a glass in drinking 2x a day, morning and afternoon Ø BAMVU BUNNET For magic mrnolak, sanet, guna-guna, etc. Ø KAYU LEWUNG LARENANG Tolak balak hold the danger, brought away before going read the mantra: jagad bumi sak isine kabeh, semurubo marang atmo, atmo semurupo maring ingsun,
inggsun jumeneng oribadi, kunfayakun slamet, slamet so kersane allah. The most afdhol in pusai mutih 3 days and should not eat fish slaughtered 40 days Ø KAYU KATIGI For the antidote to prejudice and repellent attacks hittam science, color there is a white, brown, black, lorek. If you enter the sinking water, if you want to use the
mantra: jagat bumi sak isine kabeh, sumurubo marang ingsun, ingsun arso jumeneng, jurungan kang permatti, tawar tawar tawar tawar sowar soing kersane allah. God.
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